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4 tter of: JT Constr ctio Co., Inc.

lei B- 54257

to: De ember 16 3 /
.beodore M. Bai , Es 1, Shaw,& Dead n, P.C., for

ao protester, p LlySa:
erynn P. ?organ, sq., imothy A. Beyland Department of

the Air Force, f r the agniyI
John L. Formica, Esq., and araes A. Spangenbe ,Esq
Office of the G oral :ouns 1,: GAO, perticipa ad in the
preparation of e dec lsLon,

DIGEST

Contractihg Off er's dele 'mination niot to a aside a
procurement'for small dtsadvahtaged kusiness (SDB) concerns
was reasqnable here (he'a ency synopsized t e procurement
in the, ImlyntuQRflY (CUD) to asse whether
responsible SD concel1 w re interested in he procurement
and received e ressi 'n ao interest from SD concerns that
either did not rovid the screening informa ion requested
by the CUD ann nceme it or from SDB concerns that evidenced
that the firms ay 1 ik t capability to p :form a contract
of the magnituc con 3mPl ted by the announc ment.

DECIOXON

JT Constructioj Co.,|Inc. protests that req est for
proposals (RFP, No. P4168, -93-R-0118, iSsue. by the
Department of the Air Force for renovation df military
family housing units at Laughlin Air Force Base (AFB),
Del Rio, Texas, should be set aside for small disadvantaged
business (SDB) concerns.

We deny the protest.

The Air Force published a synopsis in the-'Commerce Busiiness
Daily (CBD) on June 4, 1993, announcing that the procurement
of all labor, equipment, and material necessary to renovate
208 military family housing units was being considered for
an SDB set-aside. The synopsis stated that the proposed
work included the replacement of floors, doors, windows,
electrical systems, bathroom and kitchen cabinets, and
gypsum wallboard, as well as the removal and disposal of
materials containing asbestos, and that the magnitude of the
project was between $5 and $10 million. The advertisement
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instructed interested SDB concerns to provide the
contracting officer not later than 15 days from the date
of the nynopsis, with a statement of their eligibility as
SDB concerns, evidence of their bonding capability, specific
information demonstrating their capability to perform
projects of the complexity and magnitude of that outlined in
the synopsis, and "fcjomplete information concerning their
management experience in similar work and financial status
. . . with references." The synopsis also advised thbt if
adequate interest was not received from SDB concerns, the
RFP would be is IuedIon an unrestricted basip.

By the June 19 due date for SDB concerns' expressions
of Interes in the procurement, the ccntrabTing officer
had receivt corr pondence from 19 SDB confemns. The
contractins offic determined, upon review ng the
correspond nce su mitted, that only 10 of the 19 firms
submitted ny infr mation demonstrating their capability to I
perform p jects f the complexity and mag itude c4f that
outlined the vertisement. Further, oly thelprotester
and three ther firms submitted evidence o' their capability
to obtain uffic ent bonding for the/ proj t and of these
four firm he p otester and one other f ii failed to submit
the r04ue ted in:ormation concerning thei management
experienca and f nancial status. Based or its review of
the submi~ted in ormation of the two firm remaining under
consider ion, tha Air Force found that t e firms may not
be sound inano lly, that neither firm h d completed a
military amily ousing project of similasize, and that
while onE of th firms was currently perfrming on a
contract imilar in size to that contemplted here, the
other fi I's submission did not evidence axperience in
performi contracts of this magnitude.

'heb conto acting officer also contacted ti Army and
Engineer:,ng Division, Portland, Oregon, hich is a
repositoyy of performance reports on Dep rtment of Defense
(DOD) construction contracts, and receivod information
concerning six of the SDB concerns that had expressed
interest in the solicitation, including the four firms which
had submitted evidence of their capability to obtain
sufficient bonds. The information obtained from this source
indicated that none of these six firms had completed a
project similar to the work and magnitude outlined in the
CBD.
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Based on the foregoing, the contracting officer determined
that the RFE' should not be issued as a total set-aside for
inet concernc. On Jyly 1.6, the agency issued the RFP on an
Vgnrestrictect baais.

4fT construction r;otestt the contracting officer's
Determination not to issue the RFP as an exclusive set-aside
fIor SDB concerns. JT Cbnstruction first complains that the
Acope of information requested by the agency in the CBD
advertisement was "far in excess" of what was needed to
reasonably determine whether to set aside the procurement
for SDB concerns. The protester also contends that the
agency should have contacted it and the other SDB concerns
that had expressed interpst in the procurement but had
submitted what the agapŽSy consid red ta e insufficient
information, in order to make a yeas a e assessment of
SDB concern interest and capabi ity, i en the scope f
information requested, and the :r mber f 5DB concerns hat
responded. The protester argu i th , n any event, it:l;
fresponse to the synopsis fully addr sa its managemmt
capabilities and financial tatus, the agency's
determination to the contraty 'as e ir eous. The p tester V
finally argues that 'the agenI s d ination that there
was not a weasonable expectat onth't ffers would e
obtained from at least two retponsibl SDB concern
constituted a premature, imp missibl determinati of
nonresponiibility without reorral of the determinaticn to
the Small Business Administra ion (SB ).

'he regulations implementing the DUD 0DB program, set forth
at DFARS part 219, provide that a prc urement shall be set
aside for exclusive SDB part:Lcipatio if the contracting
officer determines that there is t r asonable expectation
that: (1) offers will be obtained f cm at least two
responsible SDB concerns; (2) award ill be made at a price
not exceeding the fair market price y more than 10 percent;
and (3) scientific and/or technical alent consistent with
the demands of the acquisition will )e offered. DFARS
S 219.502-2-70(a); All Star Maintena uce, Inc., B-249810.3,
Nov. 24, 1992, 92-2 CPD ' 374. We g3nerally view this
determination as a business judgment within the contracting
officer's discretion, and we will not disturb a contracting
officer's set-aside determination unless it is unreasonable.

IThe RFP does provide that an evaluation preference will be
accorded to SDB concerns by adding a factor of 10 percent to
the offers of non-SDB concerns for evaluation purposes. See
Defense Federal Acquisition Regulation Supplement (DFARS)
SS 219.7000-7003; 252.219-7006.
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McGhee Constr.. Inc., 8-249235, Nov. 3, 1992, 92-2 CPD
3 318, However, a contracting officer must undertake
reasonable efforts to ascertain whether he is likely to
receive offers that would support a decision to set aside a
procurement for SDB concerns, and we will review a protest
to determine whether a contracting officer has done so. see
Neil R. Gross and Co., Inc.: Capital Hill Reporting. Inc.,
72 Comp, Gen. 23 (1992), 92-2 CPD ¶ 269.

With regard to JT Construction's complaint concerning
the scope of information requested by the agency in the
synopsis, there is no requirement that a contracting officer
use any particular method for assessing the availability of
SDBs. FKW In., B-249189, Oct. 22, 1992, 92-2 CPD 5 270.
Because the contracting officer was obligated under DFARS
S 219.502-2-70(a) to affirmatively determine whether there
was ei reasonable expectation that offejrs would be obtained
f-om atl'east two responsible SDB concerns, and given that
t4is prject is for the renovation of 208 military family
1 usin4 units at an estimate cost of 5 to $10 million, we
tink the agency could reas ably request the scope and type
I information requested in he synopsis. See 7dcGhee

Ic..,Ing, iSUiPA (syno is required interested SDB
concerns to submit a state. nt of their eligibility as an 1
SDB concern, and evidence c their previous contract
experience and capability perform, including bonding
capabklity). While the ag ncy may hIave solicited and
considered less detailed r sponses to advertisements of
prior procurements that w e being considered for SDB set-
asides, the agency points ut that these prior procurements
involved smaller, less Co lex construction at Laughlin AFB.
They do not, therefore, b ie the reasonableness of the
agency's decision here to require more detailed information.

The protester argues with regard to its own submission
that because the advertis ment did not require that the
information be presented n any specific format, the
denotations In its respon e of a bank reference and its
accountant should be cons dered sufficient evidence of its
financial status as these individuals could be contacted by
the agency for informati , and the list of projects it has
completed should be consiered sufficient evidence of its
management experience. We disagree.

The synopsis provided clear instructions as to what
information interested SDB concerns were to provide in their
responses to aid the agency in determining whether to set
aside the procurement for SDB concerns. These instructions
specifically required that interested SDB concerns provide,
among other things, "complete information" of their
management experience and financial status, including
references. JT Construction, by submitting only the names
of two individuals, their business addresses, and their
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telephone numbers, na evidence of its,financial status,
and a list of completed projects as "complete information"
concerning its management experience, simply failed to
provide the agency with the requested information so the
agency could reasonably ascertain whether the prstester had
adequate financial standing and management experience to
accomplish the $5 to $10 million project announced in the
CBD. We note that in cortrast to JT Construction's meager
submission, other interested SDB concerns submitted
information which set forth their financial status in
general terms, such as assets and liabilities, and general
descriptions of similar prior projects and the specific
management experience gained.

As stated ab-ve, 16 other responses from SDB concerns also
contained insufficient information, These responses ranged
from one paragraph statements ofl SDB eligibility; and
interest in the procurement, without any representations
made as to performance or bonding capabilities or experience
in similar work, to responses similar to that submitted by1
the proteiter, which provided some of the requested data bit
nsrst stlll insufficient to allqw any sort of meaningful I
aiencyjpvaluation as to the SD; concerns' capabilities to !
#Scomnlsh a etntract of this Iagnitude. We alsonote that
nl A of thes. 16 response. demn 'strated that che 5DB )

Conce7n was 4pable of obtaifing binding for a prolect of p
the spkze con mplated here. Given' the clear instrjctionfin
the ct3D advertisement, the "ency was not required to u
icontgct these firms that di not provide sufficient;
info:mation to meet the minjum screening requirements U
published in the CBD in order to obtain further information, t
and did not act unreasonably in not giving further
consIderation to these firmts in determining not to set aside
the procurement. Bjee McGhe? Constr,. Inc., sunzra.

Theife were two responses that contained information
addressing the firms' eligibility as SDB concerns, their
capability to perform projects of the complexity and
magnitude of that outlined in the synopsis, including their
bonding capability, and information concerning their
management experience in similar work and financial status.
The agency determined that one of these firms may be unsound
financially for a procurement of this magnitude because, as
reported by the firm, its liabilities exceeded its assets.
Moreover, the largest contract the concern had performed on
totaled less than half of the size of the one contemplated
here in terms of cost, and was not similar to the work
involved in the renovation of military family houring
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units. 2 For these reasons, we believe that the agency
reasonably concluded that the firm was not a responsible
prospective SEnB concern for purposes of this procurement.
This left only one eligible SDB concern.

Finally, the protester maintains that where, as here, the
agency receives expressions of interest from more than two
SDB concerns, the agency's determination not to set aside a
procurem nt for SDB concerns constitutes an impermissible
determination of nonresponsibility absent referral to the
SBA.

The protester'u argument fails to distinguish between the
agency's dutpF to decide if there is a reasonable expectation
of receiving: offers from at least two responsible SDB
concerns at prices within 10 percent of the fair market
price, DFARSI;S 219502-2-70(a); see Commercial Energies.
ZfL ,9B-243402, July 30, 1991, 91-2 CPO 1 102, and an agency
determination that a particular offeror is not considered
responsible jfor performance of a particular contract. In
the first ii"stance, the agency is called upon to make a
pre-sol.tciteation determination regarding the likely
resp.onWAbilJty of pronpectiveo offerors. Sn Commerical
XnnergI4qi~ii I , nu~rn" In S:he secor-d, the agency decides

not re icive jj=,f .In-crntethat a:Cspec:L:Fic off rbr othn-rw:ise i line for awa-d should
not re.c'live fihe awake because of co lerin rega jdink the {

J offervs ability te perform in acclfde~nce 'i.h contract
A/ g reui'W onent * finS ederal 16isi ~n:Regu~a ion 

V I f' (FA fb t 9.1. tThnd Si't BUS 1sAct p viLs thaty
c at cc~act~ng officer may not. "pr lude" a tnlal /

busyn concern from contract awiArd on the bass of a
non*e~ponsibility determination without referrinig the f
mat et to-'the SBA, which is giver statutory authority tot(
conlp1sivqly determine the responsibility of small business
core'rns ior a specific contract"' 15 U.S C. § 637(b)(7)(A)
(1isra) .This provision clearly fias no applicability to the
first situation since a decision' not to set aside a
procurement does not preclude any firm from receiving a,
conttract. Thus, we long ago recjognized that the decision a
contracting officer must make al;'out potential offerors
re:ponsibility in deciding whet1er to set aside a
procurement is not a responsibility determination under
subpart '.1 of the FAR and therefore, when the decision is

2We need not consider the agency's conclusion concerning the
other of these two firms, because with the elimination of
one of these firms from consideration, there is no longer
the possibility of obtaining offers from at least two
responsible SDB concerns.
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not to set aside, no referral to the SBA is required. See
Fermont Div.. DYnamics Corp. of Am.: Onan Corn,, 59 Comp.
Gen. 533 (1988), 80-1 CPD ¶ 438.

In sum, we conclude that the contracting officer's
determination to issue the RFP on an unrestricted basis
was reasonable, That is, the contracting officer made
a reasonable effort to ascertain the interest of SDB
concerns in competing for the contract wor , and reasonably
determined from the information available that there was not
a reasonable expectation of receiving offers from at least
two responsible SDB concerns at a price not exceeding the
fair market price by 10 percent. McGhee Constr.. Inc.,

The protost is 4nied. l

James F. Hinchman '

General Counsel

I7 1f $

3The protester relies on footnote 1 in Ace-Fed. Renorters.
Inc.: Fed. Energy Regulatory Comm'n--Recon., B-245149.2;
B-245149.3, Apr. 6, 1992, 92-1 CPD 1 347, to support its
argument that an SBA referral was required here. That
footnote, however, simply responded to the protester's
argument in that case that a potential small business
offeror was nonresponsible--we correctly pointed out that
such a determination could not be made prior to receipt of
offers because it would be a premature determination of
responsibility and such an ultimate conclusion could be
determined only by the SEA.
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